MEDFLOW 2.0 CLOUD BASED OPHTHALMOLOGY EHR

Medflow 2.0 EHR is a cloud-based system that streamlines your entire
workflow and enables you to conduct thorough patient exams quickly. The
tools are right at your fingertips. You can access dashboards, longitudinal
chart reviews, graphs for vision and pressure, and past summaries. Our
cloud technology gives you location freedom. Whether you’re at the office,
in the clinic, working from home, or checking in during a conference, you
can access patient data immediately.
Not only do you get location freedom with Medflow 2.0, but you’ll get
some time freedom, too. Our system was designed to make providers as
efficient as possible during the patient care process. There are no clunky
workflows; we used common sense and sixteen years of experience to
design Medflow 2.0. You can glide through the EHR process during even
the most comprehensive exams, giving you the time you need to provide
thorough face-to-face care to your patients.
Medflow 2.0 offers links from your exam findings to the ICD-10 so that
you don’t have to sift through the entire list when writing up a diagnosis,
it then links the diagnosis to care plans. Care plans automatically
generates impressions and assessments, medication orders, follow up
orders, it delivers letters for referrals, co-management, and it sends
important communication to the patient’s portal. The diagnosis
management and care plan capability saves you time on these actions
and more!

MEDFLOW 2.0 EHR FEATURES
• Stable & secure cloud based application
• Intuitive design
• Intelligent workflows optimized for speed
• Agnostic to OS, device, & browser
• Meaningful use, PQRS, & ICD-10 ready
• Live online training
• 24/7 access to eLearning
• Interactive drawing tool
• Surescripts certified e-prescribing
• Image management
• Patient portal
• Seamless device integration
• Built-in billing calculator
• HIPAA secure
• 24/7 access to patient data
with secure internet
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THE PATIENT DASHBOARD
• A persistent vertical menu bar gives you
access to any module or section of the chart
• Physicians dashboard keeps you connected
to all relevant patient tasks and duties
• Message Center allows you to do your busy

ENSURING AN EFFICIENT, PRECONFIGURED, INTELLIGENT WORKFLOW
Many professionals have expressed their frustration with current systems.
Studies everywhere show physicians are looking for replacement systems
and are burdened by their current EHR prohibiting them from seeing the
number of patients they used to see on paper. Medflow has continued to
study the market and we strive to improve. We are confident Medflow 2.0
EHR delivers usability, simplicity and configurability. Our system design
provides convenience, efficiency and less stress so providers and staff
members can deliver better patient care.

work anywhere anytime during your day
• Patient Dashboard provides a
single facesheet summarizing all
relevant information
• Customized exam templates define
the work you need to do for any
examination type
• Configurable workflow, ICD10 linking,
user-defined care plans to ensure your
charting accuracy

CARE PLANS AUTOMATE THE ENTIRE ASSESSMENT AND PLAN
Linked findings automatically display the correct ICD-10 codes which are
linked to your care plans. Care plans autofill your data by automatically
inserting medication orders, return visit orders, and send letters to
referring physicians. It sends patient education material to the patient
portal. It streamlines your process, enables you to get in and out of the
room quicker, and most importantly, it gives you more time to spend
face-to-face with your patients.

ONCE YOUR EXAMINATION IS
COMPLETE YOU DIRECTLY MOVE TO
YOUR DIAGNOSIS MANAGEMENT
• Examination findings are linked to
ICD-10 diagnosis – never a long list to
search through
• System automatically remembers and
maintains your most used list of
diagnoses
• Diagnosis linked to treatment profiles
(care plans) expedite your assessments,
orders and referral documentation
• Medication orders are automatically
linked with care plans & ePrescribed upon
processing your plan
• Letters for referrals, co-management, and
patients are self-generated and delivered
via direct messaging, efaxing or secure
messaging to a patient portal
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